A note on symmetric doubly-stochastic matrices  by Cruse, Allan B.
I ach CXtrenw point in the wnveh wl A* ot ltll R X tt symmelri:: doubly-stochastic 
twtrt~es is shown to have thy’ form $(P f Y /’ ). :‘a some tt x tl pxmittation matrix P. The 
convex hull 1;,, of :he intepr;ll points in 0; ditr.. the synrmetri~ permutation matrices) is 
shown to cukst of thoti matrice, .Y = (Xii) in LA: wtisfying EirSZj<Ts_ Ci; 
for each subw S of { 1.2. . . . n ) having cardinality Zk + 1. for some k > 0. 
xii G 2k, 
A, square rnatris is ctotrh!r.-sfol’ltcrsfic. if its entries are non-negative reai 
numbers and 11* the sum of the entries in each row and in each column is 
equ.al to 1. The matrix is .s~*r~~wf~ic* if it is identic;?l with its transpose. I -I 
this note we characterize the vertices. or “‘extreme points’*, of the conve‘x 
polytope in ra2dimensional Euclidean space consisting of all symmetric 
doubly-stochastic )I X tt m&rices. Certain of these extremal matrices 
have only integral entries I i.e., the symmetric permutakon matricer;), 
and we cicscribe the cmvex hull of these integral points by means of 
linear inequalit,ies. These results are deriwl by elementary methods 
from two related colnbinatorial theor~n~s due, respectitely, to 
121 ant1 to E&non& [6]. 
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II even integer, since fl;i 
n the other hand, this same sum ca rrot exc$XXi the 
subset S, since we must ha the i~~~qu~~ity 
~.j’-<rlori=jrlmodil). Le E dt*note the set of the iti(n + I ) distinct 
edges in G, and let X = (xp : c E L I bc the vector obtained from the ma- 
trix C - (c,,) ;U follows: if cp is tlx edge joining the distinct vertices Ui 
and i+. then put _Y, = c*ii rf i, j G :, and put s, = ckt if d s i (mod 12). 
where k is the unique integer .;atrs;)ling 1 G k < I/ and rE_ z i G j (mod rl). 
U”he symme of the matrix C’ assures that X is well-defined by this 
rule.) Now we check that ttlis .X belon{zs to the convex polytope 9?i, . 
Since all entries in the matrix C are lilon-negativ? ~ the vector X will 
likewiw satisfy the norI-negativity constraints f 1 ). Mso, since C is doubly- 
stochastic, the vector .r will satisfy the constraints (2). .~JI view of the 
cq\1ations 
which hold for each i = I. 2, . . . . 11. 2nd in view of tt:e inequalities 
which hold for each i = 11 + 1, I! + 1 ‘11, where here k = d .- 11. (In . , . . . . - 
these sums. the letter 1’ denotes. of c’ourse, the set of all vertices in the 
grq.Jh (I;. )
Finally, let us see that X satisf;les the constraints 13). Suppose S is a 
subset of 1’ having Cardil’tality _ . ‘C + t , for some k > 0. Let T t:e the sub- 
set of those indices i = 1, 2, . . . . II sxh that the vertex vi b2long:s to S. 
and let U be the set of indices i = I, 2, . . . . II such that the vertex II,,++ 
belongs to s. The cardinalitv of&. then equals the sum of the ccirdinahties 
of Tami U. In c;vx U is empty, then jTj = 3k + l, and we automatically 
will have the relation 
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since C titisfies (5). On Elhe other hand. if T and U l:,oth contain ~mnt” 
iw$eper 1’1, saS’, then we mr:y p,artitian the edge-set ~$9. s’) into those 
edges that havt.! up as an end. and those edges that have bath theis en& 
he proper subset s = S ..- (up, uIl,P ). This partitikning then gks 1;s 
th.e equation 
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wtwe the set !b has odi! cardinality 2(k -.- 1) + 1, anti we my now readil:. 
comglete our argument by inttcction on Ii. 
When Ic == 1, the edge-set z(:r, 3) will be mlpty (xince our graph 5 cow 
tArled no “foops”‘), and so we Obtain the relation 
Thr doubly-stochastic property of C‘, ira conjunction with this indwtiw 
Pygokhesis. then igives the desired relation 
17 
iii=jandi,jCj!S, 
ii;‘i=janchJES, 
1 havi’~’ rt’c~~:t~fIy been informed bq L. Missky and A.J. 
by tlw rcfcr~e, that Tlkurem 3.2 is not new; it appears ;fs Theorem 1 01‘ 
;f rwnt paper by Katz ‘8 J where a very different argument is employ~:r?!. 
Still another proof ws Aso communicated to me rtceni:ly by Marvin 
Marcus. 
The referee has notes< that ~~jllja1~~ Pulleybank, a student of Edmorks, 
characterized in his Ph.D. Thesis those of the constraints (! ) -43 1 in 
Theorem 3.1 which, depending on the structure of the graph G. describe 
facets of the matthing polytope ‘)f’ ‘;. 
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